


WARNING: READ BEFORE USING YOUR PLAYSTATION®2 COMPUTER 

ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM. 

A very small percentage of individuals may experience epileptic seizures when 

exposed to certain light patterns or flashing lights. Exposure to certain patterns 

or backgrounds on a television screen or while playing video games, including 

games played on the PlayStation 2 console, may induce an epileptic seizure in 

these individuals. Certain conditions may induce previously undetected epileptic 

symptoms even in persons who h~ve no history of prior seizures or epilepsy. If you, 

or anyone in your family, has an epileptic condition, consult your physician prior 

to playing. If you experience any of the following symptoms while playing a video 

game - dizziness, altered vision, eye or muscle twitches, loss of awareness, 

disorientation, any involuntary movement, or convulsions - IMMEDIATELY 

discontinue use and consult your physician before resuming play. 

WARNING TO OWNERS OF PROJECTION TELEVISIONS: 

Do not connect your PlayStation 2 console to a projection TV without first 

consulting the user manual for your projection TV, unless it is of the LCD type. 

Otherwise, it may permanently damage your TV screen. 

USE OF UNAUTHORIZED PRODUCT: 

The use of software or peripherals not authorized by Sony Computer Entertainment 

America may damage your console and/or invalidate your warranty. Only official or 

licensed peripherals should be used in the controller ports or memory card slots. 

HANDLING YOUR PLAYSTATION 2 FORMAT DISC: 

• This disc is intended for use only with PlayStation 2 consoles 

with the NTSC U/C designation. 

• Do not bend it, crush it or submerge it in liquids. 

• Do not leave it in direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of he~t. 

tt Be sure to take an occasional rest break during extended play. 

• Keep this compact disc clean. Always hold the disc by the edges and 

keep it in its protective case when not in use. Clean the disc with a lint-free, 

soft, dry cloth, wiping in straight lines from center to outer edge. 

Never use solvents or abrasive cleaners. 
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Field ARM Modification: An essential element lor expandin the ARM's capabilities. 

Field Unlocks magically sealed doors and treasure chests. 

Battle Restores 1 ODO HP to party members in same or adjacent HEX. 

Battle Restores 2000 HP to party members in same or adjacent HEX. 

Battle Restores 3000 HP to party members in same or adjacent HEX. 

Battle Re~ves "Fallen· party members in same or adjacent HEX. 

Battle Increases the EXP BONUS RATE by 1.0 to party members in same or adjacent HEX. 

Battle Doubles gella earned from an enemy after battle. 

Weapon Arnaud's initial weapon. ATP 400 I ACN 1.00 I HIT +l·D. 

Weapon Yulie's initial weapon. ATP 540 I ACN 1.00 I HIT +5. 

Weapon Raquel's initial weapon. ATP 550 I ACN 1.00 I HIT +5. 

Anmor Jude's initial anmor. OFP 360 I MGR 120 I EVA +l·D. 

Anmor Arnuad's initial anmor. DFP 150 I MGR 335 1EVA+10. 

Anmor Yulie's intial anmor. OFP 210 I MGR 350 I EVA +5. 
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